igital data has experienced explosive growth over the past few years and evidence suggests that this trend will continue. Whether it comes from camera phones, e-mail, or collaborative work projects, volumes of digital data are engulfing individuals' personal and professional lives. To remain productive members of society, individuals must figure out where to put this data and how to make it useful. Moreover, government regulations on storage, such as the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002 (http:// www.sec.gov/spotlight/ sarbanes-oxley.htm) have spurred the need for businesses to better manage and store data. The percentage of IT budgets that companies allocate to data storage technologies has increased in the past few years, as has the amount of time companies dedicate to operating and managing this equipment. Companies have also begun instituting content management strategies to address the proliferation of digital data.All of these developments have been a boon to the data storage industry.As the world becomes more digitized, data storage will become increasingly relevant to the individual, the IT community, and the economy. Data storage will undoubtedly continue to be a big issue in the near future, but in five years, expect continued demand for capacity, proliferation of new form factors (sizes and shapes of storage devices), and new governmental regulations.
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A perfunctory view of the data storage industry reveals all the typical signs of every dynamic technology market: battles over standards, large established players facing the commoditization of their cash cows, venture capitalists chasing game-changing ideas, industry researchers inventing and touting new buzzwords, and marketers brandishing acronyms like ILM (information lifecycle management), SRM (storage resource management), and the ever timeless TCO (total cost of ownership). As I watched multiple expert presentations at a recent storage industry conference, I had a feeling of déjà vu, and the Led Zeppelin tune,"The Song Remains the Same" drifted into my thoughts.The conference presenters continually said that technology was becoming too complex and that better tools were necessary to manage products from different vendors. One consultant reminded the crowd that an equal focus on people, processes, and technology was important.The phrase,"operational best practices" bounced from one slide presentation to another. Finally, one "visionary" passionately sang the praises of virtualizationtechnology that would enable the pooling and management of servers and storage devices to support shifting needs.
2010: CHEAPER, BETTER, AND FASTER
So what does 2010 look like? If 2004 is a harbinger of things to come, you can expect continued emphasis on management technologies for heterogeneous environments, less-expensive storage media, and tools for content management. In short, you will see cheaper, better, and faster technology for creating, managing, and storing digital data. Server and storage virtualization trends suggest that vendors will build smarter networks to attack the following problems: heterogeneous IT environments, under-used computing resources, and increasing volumes of data.Vendors will need As demand for storage continues to rise, expect cheaper, better, and faster technology for creating, managing, and storing digital data.
to include policy and management technologies within the infrastructure so that smarter operating systems, data storage technologies, and networks do more automated work. In attempting to remove the human element from the daily operation of IT systems, vendors will develop innovative products.The promise of machines talking to machines will drive operational efficiencies.
Personal storage networks, if not yet a popular term, might become part of the vernacular as individuals struggle to manage the mounds of homeinvading digital content such as e-mail, digital photographs, MP3 files, video games, and financial records. Some people burn CDs today and then dutifully place those CDs in safe deposit boxes. Others consider backing up their data, but never seem to get around to the task. Still, other consumers would never even think about the concept of backing up data until after experiencing an unfortumate event. The process of preserving personal information will need to become even easier as the home digital information market matures; the benefits of automating tasks, such as backing up new information, seem fairly intuitive. I suspect some comsumers would pay a premium for a service that automatically backed up their data and then provided offsite storage. As more households embrace the Internet for communication, entertainment, commerce, and banking, the need to store and manage data within the home will expand. Economics suggests that the prices of storage media will continue to fall as volumes increase. The law of relentless consumer marketing implies that new data storage form factors will proliferate, providing many choices for personal data storage needs. Nevertheless, individuals will undoubtedly face the issues enterprises are addressing today: inadequate storage capacity, lack of interoperability between equipment from different vendors, difficulty in locating the specific information they want at a particular moment in time, and limited technology or entertainment budgets.
As data storage technology becomes more advanced, will neighborhoods, apartment complexes, or even households use networked storage? Before this can happen, technology must evolve to where ease of use is the standard.Although storage vendors typically focus efforts on the enterprise market, look for the market to expand into the consumer entertainment and home office areas. The young people have grown up with the Internet, text messaging, instant messaging, PDAs, digital cameras, online banking, and peerto-peer file swapping; they actively use data storage technology.You can expect that this digital generation will push for the ability to access their content any time, any place, and over any network, via any device, for personal and business purposes. Enterprises will likely push this requirement to enable flexible work arrangements from remote locations and to increase operational efficiencies.
The return of the service provider model might take place in which a provider offers network utility services encompassing storage,computing,and bandwidth resources.Expect to see service providers and storage technology vendors creatively bundling products and services for their customers. With the declining prices of hardware,an optimist might ask: Will vendors ultimately provide free storage? This is doubtful; nothing in life is free. Subscription pricing is more likely. Imagine infinite personal communication mailboxes, online home movie storage containers, and personal digital vaults for all that precious information, all for the low cost of $29.99 per month ("and if you act now …").
LIABILITY AND PRIVACY
Removing the clutter of paper by embracing digital storage is great, but only until some technical snafu occurs. What is the liability for losing an individual's precious digital memories, or even worse, his digital identity? What happens when a 2010 virus or Trojan horse alters or destroys an individual's digital storage? The legal ramifications of business and consumer data storage failure could be severe, and access issues will increase user concern about the decrease in privacy that will accompany advances in storage technology.
Who's liable?
I can hear the attorney's closing argument right now: "Ladies and gentleman of the jury, our poor plaintiff will never see those treasured photos from high school." (In my case, I would likely reward the defendant for obliterating those old photos of me in a marching band uniform.) Where does the trail of liability end-the service provider, the infrastructure manufacturer, or the consultant who put together the system? Obviously, the written legalese to prevent an aggrieved party from pursuing a claim will be impressive. (It might one day rival the language of software licensing agreements.) Insurance protection for digitally stored data could become a cottage industry that becomes part of every information lifecycle strategy. The ability to efficiently manage and store data electronically will be useful for businesses and consumers. However, a need will always exist for nondigital data storage. Maybe a little paranoia is good.
Keeping data private
Speaking of paranoia, questions regarding who can access the data are legitimate. Today, telecommunications companies not only have the ability to listen in on telephone calls, but they can also determine the approximate location of their subscribers. People are ill-advised to trust providers not to snoop on calls or assume that the providers are so organizationally dysfunctional that they would never be able to use
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stored data to their advantage. Individuals' digital vulnerabilities will grow exponentially as more assets become digitized and stored.Somebody out there will have the capability to know a great deal about consumers' financial information, personal and business communications, entertainment habits, and medical and health information, for example.
Service providers will need to walk a fine line between offering contextual-based services tailored specifically to a user, and downright spying on their customers.A new area of marketing will undoubtedly involve analyzing every bit of transaction data to comprehend purchasing-decision processes and to more clearly categorize prospective customers. Consumers' daily habits become bits of data warehoused for mining. Businesses will need to implement procedural safeguards to protect customer data; however, businesses will attempt to harness and share information to improve efficiency across their supply chains to improve targeted customer offerings. Will society be ready to trade a little privacy for convenience?
Privacy advocates will challenge data access and perusal rights of the government and private industry.The legal and regulatory issues will be thorny, and the technology issues, complex.The government will undoubtedly step into the privacy conversation by introducing multiple regulations;some regulations will seem draconian and some might actually make sense. Businesses will have to implement data storage solutions so that they can confirm compliance with these regulations. Regulations will increase operating costs for some businesses while creating revenue streams for others. In a world where an individual's entire personal and professional life is accessible with a few clicks, technical and procedural safeguards will be essential.At some point in time, the international community will need to work together to develop a framework for data privacy protection.An individual country is quite impotent in enforcing such regulations outside its borders. Finally, content creators will insist on protection for intellectual property and copyrights.Content owners will embrace alternative distribution channels as long as they receive payment for supplying the content.
Anticipate IT vendors stepping up to the plate with solutions to enable private data storage and management. Individuals will need to remember passwords to unlock a password to access needed information. Biometric authorization schemes could become the standard way to access networks. Storage technology will need to become smarter; networks will have to better understand the individual user. They might even monitor usage patterns to determine whether fraudulent activity is occurring.
Paranoia aside, security features will be a key added value for storage providers. Moreover, the conversation will continue to evolve from rapidly storing bits to intelligently storing bits to enabling the use of information. Search technology will become increasingly important to storage vendors; they will build or acquire search competencies as this functionality continues to filter into the storage platform. The proverbial "speeds and feeds" mantra typical in product comparisons might morph into a contest of information retrieval performance or contextual accuracy for information queries. Enterprises will look to their knowledge management officers to develop comprehensive content and data storage strategies that will enable employees to better use an organization's intellectual capital.
T
he lines between computer, network, and storage have begun to blur. Those lines will continue to fade as time progresses. The virtualization fad is reinforcing the message that many knowledgeable technologists already knew: It's a system story.You might argue that the storage winners of tomorrow are not necessarily the ones who dominate today; rather, the technology vendor who is willing to step into an uncomfortable zone has a better chance at surviving and profiting in the future. At the end of the day, users want a system that works. This will not change as time progresses; in fact, users will become more demanding as they become more sophisticated.
Computing is immutably intertwined with our lives.The incremental use of computing creates a multiplicative demand for storage capacity: once a user creates a bit, it needs mirroring, replicating, backing up, and archiving. So the need will always exist for cheap volume technology products, and the distribution companies will continue to provide them. But distribution is not likely to be the area where the major technical innovation will happen. The smart money is on management technology within the infrastructure: smarter operating systems, storage technologies, and networks. As the information highway hits rush-hour traffic, users must yield to automated, behindthe-scenes systems. Machines that talk to other machines will have to take over. Odds are that increasing amounts of storage capacity will be necessary. More importantly, users want to protect their data from others and access specific data when they need it. Maybe by 2010, it will all just work. 
